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DYNAMICAL CONVEXITY AND CLOSED ORBITS
ON SYMMETRIC SPHERES
VIKTOR L. GINZBURG AND LEONARDO MACARINI
Abstract. The main theme of this paper is the dynamics of Reeb flows with symmetries
on the standard contact sphere. We introduce the notion of strong dynamical convexity for
contact forms invariant under a group action, supporting the standard contact structure,
and prove that in dimension 2n ` 1 any such contact form satisfying a condition slightly
weaker than strong dynamical convexity has at least n ` 1 simple closed Reeb orbits. For
contact forms with antipodal symmetry, we prove that strong dynamical convexity is a
consequence of ordinary convexity. In dimension five or greater, we construct examples of
antipodally symmetric dynamically convex contact forms which are not strongly dynamically
convex, and thus not contactomorphic to convex ones via a contactomorphism commuting
with the antipodal map. Finally, we relax this condition on the contactomorphism furnishing
a condition that has non-empty C1-interior.
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1. Introduction and main results
1.1. Introduction. In this paper we focus on the dynamics of Reeb flows on hypersurfaces
with symmetry in the standard symplectic vector space. In this setting, we study the mul-
tiplicity problem for closed Reeb orbits (without any non-degeneracy requirements) and the
relation between convexity and dynamical convexity. For hypersurfaces with symmetry, dy-
namical convexity can be replaced by a more subtle and stronger condition taking into account
different roles of symmetric and asymmetric orbits, which we refer to as “strong dynamical
convexity”. We show that under this condition the number of simple closed Reeb orbits on a
hypersurface in R2n`2 is no less than n` 1. While in general the relation between convexity
and strong dynamical convexity is rather involved, convexity implies strong dynamical con-
vexity when the hypersurface is symmetric with respect to the antipodal map. Furthermore,
we construct an example of an antipodally symmetric hypersurface which is dynamically
convex but not strongly dynamically convex, and thus not contactomorphic to a symmetric
convex hypersurface via a contactomorphism commuting with the antipodal map. Finally,
we relax this hypothesis on the contactomorphism furnishing a condition that has non-empty
C1-interior.
To elaborate, one of the most fundamental problems in Hamiltonian dynamics is the mul-
tiplicity question for simple (i.e., non-iterated) closed orbits of Reeb flows on the standard
contact sphere pS2n`1, ξstdq. A long standing conjecture is that there are at least n ` 1
simple closed orbits for any contact form α on pS2n`1, ξstdq. This was proved for n “ 1 by
Cristofaro-Gardiner and Hutchings [5] (in the more general setting of Reeb flows in dimension
three) and independently by Ginzburg, Hein, Hryniewicz and Macarini [8]; see also [15] where
an alternate proof was given using a result from [8]. In higher dimensions, the question is
completely open without additional assumptions on the hypersurface, such as convexity or
certain index requirements or non-degeneracy of closed Reeb orbits.
There is a natural bijection between contact forms α on pS2n`1, ξstdq and starshapped
hypersurfaces Σα in R2n`2 so that α becomes the restriction of the Liouville form to Σα. We
say that a contact form α on S2n`1 is convex if Σα bounds a strictly convex subset. Let us
denote by P the set of simple closed Reeb orbits for α. When α is convex, a remarkable result
due to Long and Zhu [19] asserts that #P ě tn{2u` 1. This result was improved when n is
odd by Wang [24], furnishing the lower bound #P ě rn{2s` 1.
The convexity requirement is not natural from the point of view of contact topology since it
is not a condition invariant under contactomorphisms. An alternative notion, introduced by
Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [12], is dynamical convexity. A contact form α on S2n`1 is called
dynamically convex if every closed Reeb orbit γ of α has Conley-Zehnder index µpγq greater
than or equal to n ` 2. Clearly dynamical convexity is invariant under contactomorphisms
and it is not hard to see that convexity implies dynamical convexity. When α is dynamically
convex, the first author and Gu¨rel proved in [9] that #P ě rn{2s` 1, showing that the lower
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bound established by Long, Zhu and Wang in [19, 24] in the convex case holds for dynamically
convex hypersurfaces.
Another important question is that of the relation between dynamical convexity and con-
vexity: Is every dynamically convex hypersurface symplectomorphic or contactomorphic to a
convex one? There seems to be no reason to expect the answer to be affirmative. For convex-
ity can be easily seen to have dynamical consequences going far beyond periodic orbits (e.g.,
index positivity) while dynamical convexity is a notion strictly limited to the index behavior
of closed Reeb orbits. However, this question in general is very hard and no results in this
direction have been obtained so far.
As we will show in this work, the situation for both questions changes dramatically when
the hypersurface is symmetric, e.g., with respect to the antipodal map. For instance, when
α satisfies this condition and is convex, Liu, Long and Zhu showed in [16] that #P ě n` 1,
proving the aforementioned conjecture for this class of contact forms. As has been mentioned
above, for hypersurfaces with symmetry a natural replacement of dynamical convexity is
strong dynamical convexity introduced in this paper and taking into account the action of
the symmetry group; see Definition 1.1. We prove in Theorem 1.2, that if α is strongly
dynamically convex then #P ě n` 1. Then, in Theorem 1.6, we show that for hypersurfaces
with antipodal symmetry, strong dynamical convexity is a consequence of convexity, obtaining,
in this way, a generalization of the result from [16]. Using Theorem 1.6, we also show that
the question of the relation between dynamical convexity and convexity can be completely
answered for antipodally symmetric hypersurfaces in dimension bigger than three. Indeed,
we construct an example of an antipodally symmetric dynamically convex hypersurface of
dimension five or greater which is not strongly dynamically convex, and hence not equivalent
to a symmetric convex hypersurface via a contactomorphism preserving the symmetry. This
is our main result and the content of Theorem 1.8. When n is odd, the condition that the
contactomorphism preserves the symmetry can be relaxed to a condition that has non-empty
C1-interior; see Theorem 1.10. This requires a non-trivial generalization of Theorem 1.6,
given by Theorem 7.1.
We conclude this section by briefly touching upon the role of degenerate orbits in these
results and constructions. When all simple closed Reeb orbits are non-degenerate the strong
dynamical convexity condition reduces to ordinary dynamical convexity. Hence, degeneracy is
crucial to our construction of a dynamically convex, but not convex, symmetric hypersurface.
With multiplicity results the situation is more subtle. The existence of n`1 simple closed Reeb
orbits on a dynamically convex hypersurface with non-degenerate Reeb flow (i.e. such that
every closed Reeb orbit, including iterated ones, is non-degenerate) has been established in
[11] as a consequence of the so-called common index jump theorem proved in [19]; see also [1, 9]
and Theorem 2.1. (In fact, this lower bound is now known to hold under much less restrictive
index conditions than dynamical convexity; see [7, 10].) However, even without symmetry and
when all simple closed Reeb orbits are non-degenerate (and thus strong dynamical convexity
is equivalent to dynamical convexity), iterated orbits may degenerate. In this case, our
multiplicity result (Theorem 1.2) gives some new information; see Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5.
1.2. Strong dynamical convexity. Before defining strong dynamical convexity, let us set
the sign conventions used throughout this paper and introduce some terminology and nota-
tion.
Sign and index conventions. Given a symplectic manifold pM,ωq and a Hamiltonian
Ht : M Ñ R, we take Hamilton’s equation to be iXHtω “ ´dHt. A compatible almost complex
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structure J is defined by the condition that ωp¨, J ¨q is a Riemannian metric. Throughout this
work, the Conley-Zehnder index µ is normalized so that when Q is a small positive definite
quadratic form the path Γ : r0, 1s Ñ Spp2nq generated by Q and given by Γptq “ expptJQq
has µpΓq “ n. This convention is consistent with the one used in Sections 4 and 5 of [9].
We also take the canonical symplectic form on R2n to be
ř
dqi ^ dpi. For degenerate paths,
the Conley–Zehnder index µ is defined as the lower semi-continuous extension of the Conley–
Zehnder index from the paths with non-degenerate endpoint. More precisely,
µpΓq “ lim inf
Γ˜ÑΓ
µpΓ˜q,
where Γ˜ is a small perturbation of Γ with non-degenerate endpoint.
Next, let A P Spp2dq be a totally degenerate symplectic matrix, i.e., all eigenvalues of A
are equal to one. One can show that then A “ exppJQq, where Q is a symmetric matrix with
all eigenvalues zero. Examining Williamson’s normal forms (see, e.g., [3, Appendix 6]) it is
easy to see that the quadratic form Q can be symplectically decomposed into a sum of terms
of four types:
‚ the identically zero quadratic form on R2d,
‚ the quadratic form Q0 “ p1q2 ` p2q3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pd´1qd in Darboux coordinates on R2d,
where d ě 3 is odd,
‚ the quadratic forms Q˘ “ ˘pQ0 ` p2d{2q on R2d for any d, where Q0 “ 0 when d “ 1.
We define b˘pAq as the number of Q˘ terms in this decomposition. These are linear symplectic
invariants of A although this is not obvious; cf. [9]. Furthermore, given a symplectic matrix P ,
let V be the subspace whose complexification is the generalized eigenspace of the eigenvalue
one. Define b˘pP q “ b˘pP |V q. For a closed Reeb orbit γ, we set b˘pγq “ b˘pPγq, where Pγ
is the linearized Poincare´ return map of γ.
Throughout the paper, we will always consider the sphere endowed with the standard
contact structure. Let G be a group acting on S2n`1 and let α be a G-invariant contact form.
A closed Reeb orbit γ of α is called symmetric if gpγpRqq “ γpRq for every g P G. Given a
G-invariant contact form, write P “ Ps Y Pns where Ps (resp. Pns) is the set of symmetric
(resp. non-symmetric) simple closed orbits.
Definition 1.1. A contact form α is strongly dynamically convex if
µpγq ě n` 2
for every γ P P, and
µpγsq ` b´pγsq ´ b`pγsq ě n` 2
for every γs P Ps.
Note that this notion is natural from the point of view of contact topology since it is
invariant under contactomorphisms in the following sense. Let ϕ : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1 be a con-
tactomorphism and consider a G-action on S2n`1. If α is a G-invariant strongly dynamically
convex contact form then ϕ˚α is strongly dynamically convex under the conjugated G-action
ϕ´1gϕ.
1.3. Main results. Our first result establishes that every G-invariant contact form on S2n`1
satisfying a condition slightly weaker than strong dynamical convexity carries at least n ` 1
simple periodic orbits. (Note the difference between the lower bound n ` 1 in the theorem
below and the lower bound n ` 2 in Definition 1.1.) More precisely, let P` Ă P be the set
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of simple periodic orbits with positive mean index. Write P` “ Ps` Y Pn`s where Ps` (resp.
Pn`s) is the set of symmetric (resp. non-symmetric) closed orbits with positive mean index.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a group acting on S2n`1 and α a G-invariant contact form. Suppose
that α is strongly dynamically convex or more generally
µpγq ě n` 1
for every γ P P` and
µpγsq ` b´pγsq ´ b`pγsq ě n` 1
for every γs P Ps` . Then #P` ě n` 1.
Remark 1.3. In fact, the result we prove is more general than stated. We do not really need
the action of a group: it is enough to consider a subset of Diff pS2n`1q that is not necessarily
a subgroup. More precisely, given a subset S Ă Diff pS2n`1q we say that α is S-invariant
if ϕ˚α “ α for every ϕ P S. A closed orbit γ of α is symmetric if ϕpγpRqq “ γpRq for
every ϕ P S. Then the previous theorem holds for S-invariant contact forms; see Section 3.
Moreover, the definition of strong dynamical convexity clearly extends to this more general
context.
In particular, when the action is trivial, we have the following consequence of the theorem.
Corollary 1.4. Let α be a contact form on S2n`1. Suppose that
µpγq ě n` 1 and µpγq ` b´pγq ´ b`pγq ě n` 1
for every γ P P`. Then #P` ě n` 1.
Clearly, b˘pP q “ 0 for every symplectic matrix P such that the eigenvalue one is semisimple.
Therefore, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1.5. Let α be a dynamically convex contact form on S2n`1. Suppose that the
eigenvalue one of the linearized Poincare´ map of every degenerate simple closed orbit of α is
semisimple. Then #P ě n ` 1. In particular, this lower bound holds if every simple closed
orbit of α is non-degenerate.
Unfortunately, when the action is trivial, it is probably not true that every convex contact
form is strongly dynamically convex. However, for some natural non-trivial actions, convex
invariant contact forms are strongly dynamically convex. More precisely, we have the following
result.
Theorem 1.6. Let α be a convex contact form on S2n`1 invariant under the antipodal map.
Then α is strongly dynamically convex.
This theorem is proved in Section 4. As a consequence, we recover the aforementioned
result from [16]:
Corollary 1.7. Every convex contact form on S2n`1 invariant under the antipodal map has
at least n` 1 simple closed orbits.
As noticed before, a convex contact form on S2n`1 is dynamically convex. An important
question in contact topology is whether every dynamically convex contact form is contacto-
morphic to a convex one. Our next result, proved in Sections 5 and 6, shows that this is not
true if the underlying contactomorphism is required to commute with the antipodal map.
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Theorem 1.8. For n ě 2, there exists an antipodally symmetric contact form α on S2n`1
which is dynamically convex but not strongly dynamically convex and thus not contactomorphic
to a convex contact form via a contactomorphism commuting with the antipodal map.
Remark 1.9. The contact form α can be chosen arbitrarily C1-close to the Liouville form
restricted to the round sphere in R2n`2; see Remark 5.1.
The fact that the form α in the theorem is not equivalent to a convex form via an equivariant
contactormorphism is a consequence of the invariance of strong dynamical convexity under
contactomorphisms. Indeed, from the invariance, we see that if ϕ : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1 is a
contactomorphism then ϕ˚α is strongly dynamically convex under the conjugated Z2-action.
If ϕ commutes with the antipodal map then the conjugated action is also generated by the
antipodal map and consequently ϕ˚α cannot be convex by Theorem 1.6.
At this stage we do not know if the requirement that the contactomorphism commutes
with the antipodal map is essential. However, when n is odd, we can improve the previous
theorem furnishing a condition specifying a set of contactomorphisms with non-empty C1-
interior. More precisely, we have the following result, proved in Section 7.
Theorem 1.10. If n ě 3 is an odd integer, the contact form α furnished by Theorem 1.8
satisfies the following. Let S Ă ContpS2n`1q be the subset of contactomorphisms that commute
with the antipodal map. Then there exists a C1-open subset U Ă ContpS2n`1q, whose closure
(in the C1-topology) contains S, such that ϕ˚α cannot be convex for any ϕ in sU .
1.4. Organization of the paper and acknowledgments.
Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background
on the Conley–Zehnder index theory necessary for this work is presented in Section 2. In
the same section, we prove a comparison result (Theorem 2.2) that plays a major role in the
proof of Theorem 1.10. In Section 3, we prove our multiplicity result, Theorem 1.2. Theorem
1.6, which asserts that antipodally symmetric convex contact forms are strongly dynamically
convex, is proved in Section 4. Our main result, Theorem 1.8, addressing the problem of
the relation between convexity and dynamical convexity, is established in Sections 5 and 6.
Finally, Section 7 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.10.
Acknowledgments. The second author is grateful to Miguel Abreu and Yiming Long for
useful discussions.
2. Basic background on index theory for symplectic paths
2.1. Index recurrence theorem. A crucial ingredient for distinguishing simple and iterated
orbits in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the following combinatorial result, taken from [9, Theorem
5.2], addressing the index behavior under iterations. This result is essentially contained,
although in a different form, in [6, 19] as the so-called common index jump theorem.
Theorem 2.1 ([9]). Let Φi : r0, 1s Ñ Spp2nq, with i P t1, . . . , ru, be a finite collection of
symplectic paths with positive mean index, starting at the identity. Then for any η ą 0 and
any `0 P N, there exist positive integers d, k1, . . . , kr such that, for all i and any integer ` P Z
in the range 1 ď ` ď `0, we have
(i)
ˇˇpµpΦkii q ´ dˇˇ ă η, where pµ is the mean index,
(ii) µpΦki``i q “ d` µpΦ`iq,
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(iii) µpΦki´`i q “ d` µpΦ´`i q `
`
b`pΦ`ip1qq ´ b´pΦ`ip1qq
˘
.
Furthermore, for any N P N we can make all d, k1, . . . , kr divisible by N .
2.2. Bott’s function. Let Γ : r0, T s Ñ Spp2nq be a symplectic path starting at the identity
and P :“ ΓpT q its endpoint. Following [17, 18], one can associate to Γ its Bott’s function
B : S1 Ñ Z which will be a crucial tool throughout this work. It has the following properties:
(a) (Bott’s formula) We have that µpΓkq “ řzk“1 Bpzq for every k P N. In particular, the
mean index of Γ satisfies
pµpΓq “ ż
S1
Bpzq dz,
where the total measure of the circle is normalized to be equal to one.
(b) If Γ “ Γ1 ‘ Γ2 then B “ B1 ` B2 where Bi is the Bott’s function associated to Γi for
i “ 1, 2.
(c) If Γ1 and Γ2 are homotopic with fixed endpoints then B1 “ B2.
(d) The discontinuity points of B are contained in σpP qXS1, where σpP q is the spectrum
of P .
(e) Bpzq “ Bpz¯q for every z P S1.
(f) The splitting numbers Sz˘ pP q :“ limÑ0` Bpe˘
?´1zq ´ Bpzq depend only on P and
satisfy, for every z P S1,
Sz˘ pP q “ S¯¯z pP q, (2.1)
Sz˘ pP kq “
ÿ
wk“z
Sw˘ pP q (2.2)
for every k P N, and
0 ď Sz˘ pP q ď νzpP q ď ηzpP q, (2.3)
where νzpP q and ηzpP q are the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of z respectively
if z P σpP q X S1 and zero otherwise. Moreover,
ν˘1pP q ´ S˘˘1pP q ď
η˘1pP q
2
(2.4)
and
Bpe
?´1θq “ Bp1q ` S`1 pP q `
ÿ
φPp0,θq
pS`
e
?´1φpP q ´ S´e?´1φpP qq ´ S´e?´1θpP q (2.5)
for every θ P r0, 2piq. (Note that the sum above makes sense since Sz˘ pP q ‰ 0 only for
finitely many points z P S1.)
(g) BΓpzq is lower semicontinuous with respect to Γ in the C0-topology. More precisely,
let Ppr0, T s, Spp2nqq be the set of continuous paths in Spp2nq starting at the identity
endowed with the C0-topology. Then, for a fixed z P S1, the map
Ppr0, T s, Spp2nqq Ñ Z
that sends Γ to BΓpzq, where BΓ denotes the Bott’s function associated to Γ, is lower
semicontinuous, that is,
BΓpzq “ sup
U
inf
Γ1PU BΓ1pzq,
where the supremum runs over all C0-neighborhoods U of Γ in Ppr0, T s,Spp2nqq.
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We refer to [18] for a proof of these properties. It is easy to see that the geometric
multiplicity satisfies the relation
νzpP kq “
ÿ
wk“z
νwpP q. (2.6)
Moreover, it follows from [19, Theorem 2.2] that if µpΓq ě n then
µpΓkq ` νpΓkq ď µpΓk`1q @k P N, (2.7)
where νpΓkq is the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue one of the endpoint of Γk.
In the proof of Theorem 1.10 we will need the following definition. The upper semicontin-
uous Bott’s function associated to Γ is defined as
B`Γ pzq “ infU supΓ1PU BΓ1pzq, (2.8)
where the infimum runs over all C0-neighborhoods U of Γ in Ppr0, T s, Spp2nqq. Note that, for
any z P S1, B`Γ pzq is upper semicontinuous with respect to Γ in the C0-topology. It is easy
to see that
B`Γ pzq “ ´BΓ´1pzq (2.9)
for every z P S1.
2.3. A comparison result. In the proof of Theorem 1.10 we will need the following com-
parison result.
Theorem 2.2. Let Γi : r0, T s Ñ Spp2nq (i “ 1, 2) be two symplectic paths starting at the
identity and satisfying the differential equation
d
dt
Γiptq “ JAiptqΓiptq,
where Aiptq is a path of symmetric matrices. Suppose that A1ptq ě A2ptq for every t and let
Bi be the Bott’s function associated to Γi. Then
B1pzq ě B2pzq
for every z P S1.
Proof. In what follows, when i or j is not specified, it is any element in t1, 2u. Consider the
complexified path ΓCi : r0, T s Ñ Spp2n,Cq. Following [20, 21], given z P S1 Ă C, one can
analytically associate to ΓCi an index using the spectral flow. Let
ET,z “ tx PW 1,2pr0, T s,C2nq; xpT q “ zxp0qu and LT “ L2pr0, T s,C2nq.
Consider the family of operators Lsz,Ai : ET,z Ñ LT given by
Lsz,Aixptq “ ´J 9xptq ´ sAiptqxptq
for s P r0, 1s and t P r0, T s, where J is the standard complex structure. Each Lsz,Ai is a
self-adjoint Fredholm operator. Therefore, we have, for a fixed z and Ai, the corresponding
spectral flow
sfpLsz,Aiq P Z,
see, for instance, [4, 20, 22, 23] and references therein. The z-index of ΓCi , as defined in [21,
Definition 2.3] and [20, Definition 2.8], is given by
izpΓCi q “ ´sfpLsz,Aiq.
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It is related to the Bott’s function Bi of Γi in the following way (see [21, Corollary 2.1]):
Bipzq ´ izpΓCi q “
#
´n if z “ 1,
0 otherwise.
(2.10)
The spectral flow has the following comparison property. Note that Lsz,Aix “ ´J 9x` Csz,Aix,
where Csz,Ai is the compact self-adjoint operator C
s
z,Ai
: ET,z Ñ LT given by Csz,Aix “ ´sAix.
We say that Csz,Ai ě Csz,Aj if
xpCsz,Ai ´ Csz,Aj qx, xyL2 ě 0
for every x P ET,z. It turns out that if C1z,Ai ě C1z,Aj then
sfpLsz,Aiq ě sfpLsz,Aj q,
see, for instance, [23, Theorem 3.9]. But if A1ptq ě A2ptq for every t then Csz,A2 ě Csz,A1 for
every z and s. Therefore,
izpΓC1 q ě izpΓC2 q.
Consequently, the result follows from (2.10). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We will use several ideas from [16]. Suppose that α has finitely many simple closed orbits
with positive mean index and write
Ps` “ tγ1, . . . , γr1u
and
Pn`s “
r2ď
i“1
ď
gPG
tgγr1`iu,
where we are identifying gγr1`i with γr1`i whenever gγr1`ipRq “ γr1`ipRq. Clearly, µpγiq “
µpgγiq and νpγiq “ νpgγiq for every i and g P G. Note that #Pn`s ě 2r2 because for every
non-symmetric closed orbit γ there exists some g P G such that gγ ‰ γ.
Applying Theorem 2.1 to the linearized flows along γ1, . . . , γr1`r2 , γ2r1`1, . . . , γ
2
r1`r2 we get
even positive numbers d, k1, . . . , kr1`2r2 , which can be chosen to be a multiple of an arbitrarily
large number, such that
µpγki`1i q “ d` µpγiq, (3.1)
µpγki´1i q “ d` µpγ´1i q ` b`pγiq ´ b´pγiq
“ d´ pµpγiq ` b´pγiq ´ b`pγiqq ´ νpγki´1i q, (3.2)
d´ n ď µpγkii q ď µpγkii q ` νpγkii q ď d` n (3.3)
for every i P t1, . . . , r1 ` r2u and
µpγ2pki`1qi´r2 q “ d` µpγ2i´r2q, (3.4)
µpγ2pki´1qi´r2 q “ d` µpγ´2i´r2q ` b`pγ2i´r2q ´ b´pγ2i´r2q
“ d´ pµpγ2i´r2q ` b´pγ2i´r2q ´ b`pγ2i´r2qq ´ νpγ2pki´1qi´r2 q, (3.5)
d´ n ď µpγ2kii´r2q ď µpγ2kii´r2q ` νpγ2kii´r2q ď d` n (3.6)
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for every i P tr1 ` r2 ` 1, . . . , r1 ` 2r2u, where in equations (3.3) and (3.6) we used thatpµpγ`i q ´ n ď µpγ`i q ď µpγ`i q ` νpγ`i q ď pµpγ`i q ` n
for every i P t1, . . . , r1 ` r2u and ` P N and in equations (3.2) and (3.5) we used that
µpγ´`i q “ ´pµpγ`i q ` νpγ`i qq @i P t1, . . . , r1 ` r2u and @` P N
and that k1, . . . , kr1`2r2 can be chosen such that
νpγiq “ νpγki´1i q @i P t1, . . . , r1 ` r2u
and
νpγ2i´r2q “ νpγ2pki´1qi´r2 q @i P tr1 ` r2 ` 1, . . . , r1 ` 2r2u.
(This last assertion follows from the fact that we can make all k1, . . . , kr1`2r2 divisible by any
natural number.)
We claim that
ki “ 2ki`r2 @i P tr1 ` 1, . . . , r1 ` r2u. (3.7)
As a matter of fact, by our hypotheses, (3.3) and (3.5), we have, for every i P tr1`1, . . . , r1`
r2u,
µpγkii q ě d´ n
ą d´ pµpγ2i q ` b´pγ2i q ´ b`pγ2i qq
“ µpγ2pki`r2´1qi q ` νpγ2pki`r2´1qi q
ě µpγ2ki`r2´2i q.
Since µpγq ě n ` 1 for every γ P P`, we have, from (2.7), that the function m ÞÑ µpγmq is
non-decreasing. Therefore,
2ki`r2 ´ 2 ă ki.
On the other hand, by our hypotheses, (3.3) and (3.4),
µpγ2ki`r2`2i q “ d` µpγ2i q
ą d` n
ě µpγkii q,
implying that
ki ă 2ki`r2 ` 2.
Consequently,
2ki`r2 ´ 2 ă ki ă 2ki`r2 ` 2.
Since ki is an even number, we conclude (3.7).
Now, consider the carrier map ψ : N Ñ P ˆ N as defined in [9, Corollary 3.9]. It is an
injective map such that if ψpmq “ pγi, jq then
µpγji q ď n` 2m ď µpγji q ` νpγji q.
Given s P t1, . . . , n ` 1u let ipsq and jpsq be the (unique) numbers satisfying pγipsq, jpsqq “
ψpd{2´ s` 1q so that
µpγjpsqipsq q ď d´ 2s` n` 2 ď µpγjpsqipsq q ` νpγjpsqipsq q.
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Note that, since d can be chosen to be a positive multiple of an arbitrarily large number,
γipsq P P` for every s. By our hypotheses and (3.1),
µpγjpsqipsq q ď d´ 2s` n` 2
ď d` n
ă d` µpγipsqq
“ µpγkipsq`1ipsq q. (3.8)
When ipsq ď r1 (i.e. γipsq is symmetric), we have, by (3.2) and our hypotheses,
µpγkipsq´1ipsq q ` νpγ
kipsq´1
ipsq q “ d´ pµpγipsqq ` b`pγipsqq ´ b´pγipsqqq
ď d´ n´ 1
ă d´ 2s` n` 2
ď µpγjpsqipsq q ` νpγjpsqipsq q. (3.9)
Thus, (2.7), (3.8) and (3.9) imply that
kipsq ´ 1 ă jpsq ă kipsq ` 1 ùñ jpsq “ kipsq
whenever ipsq ď r1. If r1 ă ipsq ď r1 ` r2 (i.e. γipsq is not symmetric) then, by (3.7),
kipsq “ 2kipsq`r2 . Hence, by (3.5) and our assumptions,
µpγkipsq´2ipsq q ` νpγ
kipsq´2
ipsq q “ d´ pµpγ2ipsqq ` b`pγ2ipsqq ´ b´pγ2ipsqqq
ď d´ n´ 1
ă d´ 2s` n` 2
ď µpγjpsqipsq q ` νpγjpsqipsq q. (3.10)
It follows from (2.7), (3.8) and (3.10) that
kipsq ´ 2 ă jpsq ă kipsq ` 1 ùñ jpsq P tkipsq ´ 1, kipsqu.
Thus, we have that jpsq “ kipsq if γipsq P Ps` and jpsq P tkipsq´1, kipsqu if γipsq P Pn`s. Since the
carrier map is injective, if there exist s1 ‰ s2 such that ips1q “ ips2q then jps1q ‰ jps2q. But if
ips1q “ ips2q ď r1 then kips1q “ kips2q ùñ jps1q “ jps2q, a contradiction. If ips1q “ ips2q ą r1
then tjps1q, jps2qu “ tkips1q ´ 1, kips1qu. Hence,
#ts P t1, . . . , n` 1u; jpsq ď r1u ď r1
and
#ts P t1, . . . , n` 1u; jpsq ą r1u ď 2r2,
implying that
#P` “ #Ps` `#Pn`s ě r1 ` 2r2 ě n` 1.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.6
4.1. Idea of the proof. Let us first describe the idea of the proof. Let H : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R
be a homogeneous of degree two Hamiltonian such that Σα “ H´1p1q. Since α is convex, so is
H. If α is invariant under the antipodal map then clearly H is invariant under the antipodal
map as well.
Given a closed orbit γ : r0, T s Ñ S2n`1 of α, let Γ be the linearized Hamiltonian flow
of H along γ seen as closed Hamiltonian orbit on Σα. We have that µpγq “ µpΓq ` 1 and
b˘pγq “ b˘pΓpT qq (see Proposition 4.1). Since H is convex, it is well known that µpΓq ě n`1
and therefore µpγq ě n` 2.
Now, suppose that γ is symmetric. The fact that H is invariant under the antipodal
map implies that Γ is the second iterate of the linearized Hamiltonian flow along half the
orbit Γ|r0,T {2s (see Proposition 4.3). By the convexity of H, µpΓ|r0,T {2sq ě n ` 1 and it
turns out that if a symplectic path Φ : r0, 1s Ñ Spp2n ` 2q satisfies µpΦq ě n ` 1 then
µpΦ2q ` b´pΦ2p2qq ´ b`pΦ2p1qq ě n` 1 (see Proposition 4.4).
4.2. Proof of the Theorem. Given a periodic orbit γ of α, let Γγ : r0, T s Ñ Spp2nq be the
path given by the linearized Reeb flow along γ (using a trivialization of the contact structure
over a capping disk) and Γ : r0, T s Ñ Spp2n`2q the path given by the linearized Hamiltonian
flow of H along γ (using the constant trivialization of TR2n`2) seen as a periodic orbit of H
on Σα. Denote by Bγ and B the Bott’s functions associated to Γγ and Γ respectively.
Proposition 4.1. We have that Bγp1q “ Bp1q ` 1 and Bγpzq “ Bpzq for every z ‰ 1.
Moreover, b˘pΓpT qq “ b˘pΓγpT qq.
Proof. Let ξ be the contact structure on Σα and ξ
ω its symplectic orthogonal with respect
to the canonical symplectic form ω. Clearly both ξ and ξω are invariant under the linearized
Hamiltonian flow of H. Consider a capping disk σ : D2 Ñ Σα such that σ|BD2 “ γ. Denote by
Φξ : σ˚ξ Ñ D2ˆR2n and Φξω : σ˚ξω Ñ D2ˆR2 the unique (up to homotopy) trivializations
of the pullbacks of ξ and ξω by σ. Fix a symplectic basis te, fu of R2. Note that Φξω can
be chosen such that Φξ
ωpXHq “ e and ΦξωpY q “ f , where XH is the Hamiltonian vector
field of H and Y pxq “ x (note that tXHpσpxqq, Y pσpxqqu is a symplectic basis of σ˚ξωpxq for
every x P D2). Indeed, let A : D2 Ñ Spp2q be the map that associates to x P D2 the unique
symplectic map that sends Φξ
ωpXHpσpxqqq to e and ΦξωpY pσpxqqq to f . Then A¯ ˝ Φξω gives
the desired trivialization, where A¯ : D2 ˆ R2 Ñ D2 ˆ R2 is given by A¯px, vq “ px,Apxqvq.
We have that Φ :“ Φξ‘Φξω gives a trivialization of σ˚TR2n`2. Let ΓΦ : r0, T s Ñ Spp2n`2q
be the symplectic path given by the linearized Hamiltonian flow of H along γ using Φ. By
construction, we can write ΓΦ “ ΓξΦ ‘ Γξ
ω
Φ , where Γ
ξ
Φ and Γ
ξω
Φ are given by the linearized
Hamiltonian flow of H restricted to ξ and ξω respectively. Let BΦ, BξΦ and Bξ
ω
Φ be the Bott’s
function associated to ΓΦ, Γ
ξ
Φ and Γ
ξω
Φ respectively. By the additivity property of the Bott’s
function,
BΦpzq “ BξΦpzq ` Bξ
ω
Φ pzq, (4.1)
for every z P S1. By construction, the path Φξω is constant equal to the identity (H is
homogenous of degree two and therefore its linearized Hamiltonian flow preserves both XH
and Y ) and consequently
BξωΦ pzq “
#
´1 if z “ 1,
0 otherwise.
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Thus, by (4.1),
BΦpzq “
#
BξΦpzq ´ 1 if z “ 1,
BξΦpzq otherwise.
(4.2)
Now, note that Φ is homotopic to the usual (global) trivialization of TR2n`2 because both
are defined over the whole capping disk. Hence,
Bpzq “ BΦpzq (4.3)
for every z. Moreover, by the construction of Φξ,
Bγpzq “ BξΦpzq (4.4)
for all z. Thus, the first assertion of the proposition follows from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). The
last one is a consequence of the equality
b˘pΓpT qq “ b˘pΓΦpT qq “ b˘pΓξΦpT qq ` b˘pΓξ
ω
Φ pT qq “ b˘pΓγpT qq ` b˘pΓξ
ω
Φ pT qq
and the fact that b˘pΓξωΦ pT qq “ 0 because Γξ
ω
Φ pT q is the identity. 
Now, we need the following algebraic lemma. To simplify notation, we will drop the
subscript in ν1.
Lemma 4.2. Let W be a symplectic vector space and P : W Ñ W a symplectic linear map.
Then b´pP q ´ b`pP q “ 2S`1 pP q ´ νpP q.
Proof. Let V ĂW be the P -invariant symplectic subspace whose complexification is the gen-
eralized eigenspace of the eigenvalue one. We have that V can be symplectically decomposed
into a sum
V “ VId ‘ V0 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V0loooooomoooooon
b0pP q times
‘V` ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V`looooooomooooooon
b`pP q times
‘V´ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V´looooooomooooooon
b´pP q times
,
where each term is P -invariant and P |VId “ Id , P |V0 “ P0 :“ exppJQ0q and P |V˘ “ P˘ :“
exppJQ˘q up to a (symplectic) change of coordinates, where Q0 and Q˘ are the quadratic
forms defined in Section 1.2 and discussed in [9, Section 4.1.3]. Thus,
S`1 pP q “ S`1 pP |VId q ` b0pP qS`1 pP0q ` b`pP qS`1 pP`q ` b´pP qS`1 pP´q (4.5)
and
νpP q “ νpP |VId q ` b0pP qνpP0q ` b`pP qνpP`q ` b´pP qνpP´q. (4.6)
The first terms in the right hand side of the two previous equations satisfy
2S`1 pP |VId q “ νpP |VId q “ dimVId .
Clearly,
νpP0q “ ν0pQ0q “ 2 and νpP˘q “ ν0pQ˘q “ 1.
To compute S`1 pP˚q for ˚ P t0,˘u consider the symplectic path Ψ˚ptq “ expptJQ˚q for
t P r0, 1s. Since the spectrum σpΨ˚ptqq of Ψ˚ptq is constant equal to t1u for every t we have
that pµpΨ˚q “ 0. Let B˚ : S1 Ñ Z be Bott’s function associated to Ψ˚. The fact that
σpP˚q “ σpΨ˚p1qq “ t1u implies that B˚ is constant on S1zt1u. Butż
S1
B˚pzq dz “ pµpΨ˚q “ 0
implying that B˚pzq “ 0 for every z ‰ 1. Since B˚p1q “ µpΨ˚q we conclude that
S`1 pP˚q “ ´µpΨ˚q.
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Therefore,
S`1 pP0q “ ´
1
2
psignpQ0q ´ ν0pQ0qq “ ´1
2
p0´ 2q “ 1
and
S`1 pP˘q “ ´
1
2
psignpQ˘q ´ ν0pQ˘qq “ ´1
2
p˘1´ 1q “
#
0 for P`,
1 for P´.
Consequently, it follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that
2S`1 pP q ´ νpP q “ b´pP q ´ b`pP q.

It is well known that if α is convex then it is dynamically convex, that is, µpγq ě n` 2 for
every periodic orbit γ of α. (It follows from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that µpΓq ě n ` 1
whenever α is convex.) Thus, by the previous two results, in order to prove Theorem 1.6, we
need to show that
µpΓq ` 2S`1 pΓpT qq ´ νpΓpT qq ě n` 1
for every symmetric closed orbit γ of α, where Γ is the linearized Hamiltonian flow of H along
γ. The proof is based on the following observation.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that m “ 2. If γ is symmetric then Γ is the second iterate of the
path Γ|r0,T {2s.
Proof. The path Γ satisfies the equation
d
dt
Γptq “ Jd2HpγptqqΓptq.
We claim that the Hessian d2Hpγptqq is T {2-periodic. Indeed, since H is antipodally sym-
metric, we have that dHp´xq “ ´dHpxq, and hence
d2Hp´xq “ d2Hpxq
for every x P R2n`2zt0u. The symmetry of γ means that γpt` T {2q “ ´γptq for every t and
consequently
d2Hpγpt` T {2qq “ d2Hpγptqq
for every t. 
Now Theorem 1.6 follows from Lemma 4.2, Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 and the following
result proved in [16, Lemma 4.1] and [18, Lemma 15.6.3]. For the sake of completeness, we
will provide a detailed argument.
Proposition 4.4 ([16, 18]). Let Γ : r0, 1s Ñ Spp2n ` 2q be a symplectic path starting at the
identity. If µpΓq ě n` 1 then
µpΓ2q ` 2S`1 pΓ2p2qq ´ νpΓ2p2qq ě n` 1.
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Proof. Let P “ Γp1q and B be the Bott’s function associated to Γ. By (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4)
we have that ÿ
θPp0,piq
S´
e
?´1θpP q ` pν1pP q ´ S`1 pP qq ` pν´1pP q ´ S`´1pP qq
ď
ÿ
θPp0,piq
ηe
?´1θpP q ` η1pP q
2
` η´1pP q
2
ď n` 1. (4.7)
Thus, omitting the dependence of S˘ and ν on P , we arrive at
µpΓ2q ` 2S`1 pΓ2p2qq ´ νpΓ2p2qq
“ Bp1q ` Bp´1q ` 2pS`1 ` S`´1q ´ pν1 ` ν´1q
“ 2Bp1q `
ˆ
S`1 `
ÿ
θPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1θ ´ S´e?´1θq ´ S`´1
˙
` 2pS`1 ` S`´1q ´ pν1 ` ν´1q
“ 2Bp1q ` 2S`1 `
ÿ
θPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1θ ´ S´e?´1θq ´ pν1 ´ S`1 q ´ pν´1 ´ S`´1q
ě 2Bp1q ´
ˆ ÿ
θPp0,piq
S´
e
?´1θ ` pν1 ´ S`1 q ` pν´1 ´ S`´1q
˙
ě n` 1,
where the first equality follows from Bott’s formula, (2.2) and (2.6), the second equality
holds by (2.1) and (2.5), the first inequality follows from the fact that the splitting numbers
are non-negative and the last inequality is a consequence of (4.7) and the hypothesis of the
lemma. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.8
Let F : R2 Ñ R be defined as F pq, pq “ pipq2 ` p2q. Given  ą 0 consider the Hamiltonian
G : R2n Ñ R given by
Gpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ ´
`
F pq1, p1q ` F pq2, p2q2 `
nÿ
i“3
F pqi, piq
˘
.
Let f : RÑ R be a smooth function such that
‚ fp0q “ 1, f 1p0q “ 1;
‚ f 1prq P p0, 1q and f2prq ą 0 for every r P p´r0, 0q and some r0 ą 0;
‚ fprq “ C for every r ď ´r0, where C is a constant bigger than 1{2.
Define the Hamiltonian
H “ f ˝G,
where the constants  and r0 will be properly chosen.
Remark 5.1. Note that, choosing  ă 1 and r0 very small and C close enough to 1, we can
make H arbitrarily uniformly C1-close to the constant function equal to one.
Consider the standard contact sphere pS2n`1, ξq as the prequantization circle bundle of
CPn with connection form β and projection pi : S2n`1 Ñ CPn. Take x0 P CPn and a
neighborhood U of x0 with Darboux coordinates pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq identifying x0 with the
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origin. Taking r0 sufficiently small and viewing H as an Hamiltonian on U , extend H to CPn
setting H|CPnzU ” C. Define the contact form
α “ β{Hˆ,
where Hˆ “ H ˝ pi. The Reeb vector field of α is given by
Rα “ HˆRβ ` XˆH , (5.1)
where Rβ is the Reeb vector field of β (whose flow generates a freee circle action with minimal
period one) and XˆH is the horizontal lift of the Hamiltonian vector field of H. By the
construction of H, clearly W :“ pi´1pUq is invariant under the Reeb flow of α and outside W
the Reeb vector field of α is a constant multiple of Rβ.
Let γ0 be the simple closed orbit of Rα over x0. The next lemma establishes that α is
dynamically convex except at γ0.
Lemma 5.2. Every periodic orbit γ of α distinct from γ0 satisfies µpγq ě n` 2. Moreover,
µpγ0q “ n.
This lemma and other lemmas below, which the proof of the theorem relies on and are not
readily availabe in the literature, are proved in Section 6.
Now, fix a section of the determinant line bundle
Źn
C ξ. Using this section, we can define
the mean index pµpηq for all finite segments η of Reeb orbits, not necessarily closed, for any
contact form on pS2n`1, ξq. This index depends continuously on the initial condition and the
contact form (in the C2-topology), and for closed orbits it agrees with the standard mean
index defined using trivializations of ξ over capping disks. We say that a contact form α is
index-positive if there are constants b ą 0 and c such thatpµpηq ě bT ` c
for every Reeb segment η : r0, T s ÑM of α.
Lemma 5.3. The contact form α is index-positive.
Clearly, α is invariant under the Reeb flow of β. In particular, it is antipodally symmetric
(the antipodal map is given by the time 1{2 map of the flow of Rβ). Let α¯ be the induced
form on RP 2n`1 and γ¯0 : r0, 1{2s Ñ RP 2n`1 be the simple closed orbit of α¯ such that its
second iterate is the projection of γ0. Denote by β¯ the connection form on RP 2n`1 induced
by β and let p¯i : RP 2n`1 Ñ CPn be the projection. Clearly,
Rα¯ “ Hˆ 1Rβ¯ ` Xˆ 1H , (5.2)
where Hˆ 1 “ H ˝ p¯i and Xˆ 1H is the horizontal lift of the Hamiltonian vector field of H with
respect to the connection form β¯.
Shrinking U if necessary, consider coordinates pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pn, θq on W¯ :“ pp¯iq´1pUq »
U ˆ R{12Z such that
β¯|W¯ “ λ` dθ,
where λ “ 12
řn
i“1pqidpi ´ pidqiq is the Liouville form. Consider the section Σ “ U ˆ t0u
transversal to γ¯0 and take a possibly smaller section S “W ˆ t0u, where W Ă U is an open
subset containing x0. Let P : S Ñ P pSq be the corresponding first return map.
We will also consider the following coordinates on a neighborhood of γ¯0.
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Lemma 5.4. [13, Lemma 5.2] There exist a neighborhood V » U 1 ˆ R{12Z of γ¯0, where
U 1 Ă R2n is a small neighborhood of the origin, and coordinates pq11, p11, . . . , q1n, p1n, tq on V
such that
α¯|V “ λ1 `Htdt,
where λ1 “ 12
řn
i“1pq1idp1i ´ p1idq1iq is the Liouville form and Ht : U 1 Ñ R is a 1{2-periodic
Hamiltonian such that Htp0q “ 1 and dHtp0q “ 0.
Consider, with respect to the coordinates given by the previouos lemma, the section Σ1 “
U 1 ˆ t0u and let S1 be a possibly smaller section S1 “ B ˆ t0u with B Ă U 1 an open subset
containing the origin. Let P 1 : S1 Ñ P pS1q be the corresponding first return map. Shrinking
S1 if necessary, we have that P 1 is a well defined symplectic diffeomorphism. The following
lemma is well known and therefore we will omit its proof.
Lemma 5.5. Shrinking S and S1 if necessary, we have that P are P 1 are symplectically
conjugate.
Thus, up to a change of coordinates, we can assume that P 1 “ P . P 1 is given by the time
1{2 map of Ht but P is not the time 1{2 map of H; see Section 6.3. (Note the difference
between the time-dependent Hamiltonian Ht and the autonomous Hamiltonian H.)
Now, consider the Hamiltonian
Spq11, p11, . . . , q1n, p1nq “ 12pp
12
1 ` p122 q
whose flow is given by
ϕSt pq11, p11, . . . , q1n, p1nq “ pStpq11, p11q, Stpq12, p12q, q13, p13, . . . , q1n, p1nq,
where St is the symplectic shear
St “
ˆ
1 t
0 1
˙
.
Take 0 ă r1 ă r2 ă supt´Gpxq; x P Bu and define B1 “ tx P B; ´Gpxq ă r1u and B2 “ tx P
B; ´Gpxq ă r2u. Let b : B Ñ R be a bump function such that b|B1 ” 1 and b|BzB2 ” 0. Take
a non-decreasing function χ : r0, 1{2s Ñ r0, 1{2s such that χptq “ 0 for every t P r0, δs and
χptq “ 1{2 for every t P r1{2 ´ δ, 1{2s for some small δ ą 0. Given 1 ą 0 sufficiently small
consider the C2-small perturbation of Ht
H
1
t pxq “ Htpxq ` 1χ1ptqbpxqSppϕHtt q´1pxqq
for t P r0, 1{2s and H1t`1{2 “ H
1
t for every t. Taking 
1 sufficiently small, consider the contact
form α¯1 on RP 2n`1 given by
α¯1 |V “ λ1 `H1t dt
and α¯1 “ α¯ away from B ˆ R{12Z.
Let α1 be the lift of α¯1 to S
2n`1 and γ10 be the simple periodic orbit of α1 whose image
coincides with that of γ0.
Lemma 5.6. There exist a neighborhood of γ0, τ ą 0 and 0 ą 0 such that, for every 1 ă 0,
the orbit γ
1
0 is the only periodic orbit of α1 entirely contained in this neighborhood with period
T P p1´ τ, 1` τq.
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Lemma 5.7. There exists 0 ą 0 such that
µpγ10 q “ n` 2 and µpγ10 p1qq ` b´pγ10 q ´ b`pγ10 p1qq “ n
for every 0 ă 1 ă 0.
It follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, 5.6 and 5.7 that α1 is dynamically convex for every 
1
sufficiently small. As a matter of fact, if a periodic orbit γ of α1 is close to a periodic orbit of
α different from γ0 then it follows from the lower semicontinuity of the index and Lemma 5.2
that µpγq ě n` 2. If γ is close to γ0 then, by Lemma 5.6, γ is equal to γ10 and we conclude,
by Lemma 5.7, that µpγq “ n ` 2. Finally, if γ is a new orbit of α1 (that is, γ is not close
to any periodic orbit of α) then its period is very large and the index-positivity of α (Lemma
5.3) assures that µpγq ě n` 2.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.2, notice that α1 is antipodally symmetric and clearly
γ
1
0 is symmetric. Thus, it follows from Lemma 5.7 that α1 is not strongly dynamically convex.
6. Proofs of Technical Lemmas
6.1. Proof of Lemma 5.2. Consider on W » U ˆ S1 the coordinates px, θq, where x “
pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq and θ is the coordinate along the fiber such that, with respect to these
coordinates, x0 is the origin and
β|W “ λ` dθ,
where λ “ 12
řn
i“1pqidpi´pidqiq is the Liouville form. Clearly, if γ lies outside W then µpγq ě
n ` 2. So suppose that the image of γ is contained in W . The Darboux coordinates induce
an obvious (constant) trivialization D : TU Ñ U ˆ R2n. From this we get a trivialization of
ξ|W given by
Φpvq “ pi2pDppi˚vqq, (6.1)
where pi2 : U ˆ R2n Ñ R2n is the projection onto the second factor. It is clear that
µpγ,Φq “ µpγHq, (6.2)
where µpγ,Φq stands for the index of γ with respect to the trivialization Φ and γH “ pi ˝ γ
is the corresponding orbit of H with the index computed using the trivialization D. Let f be
the generator of pi1pW q » Z given by the homotopy class of a simple orbit of Rβ contained
in W . Let q P Z be such that rγs “ qf, where rγs is the homotopy class of γ in W . It turns
out that q is given by the Hamiltonian action of γH . Indeed,
q “
ż
γ
dθ “
ż T
0
βpRα¯pγptqqq ´ λpXHpγHptqqq dt “
ż T
0
HpγHptqq ´ λpXHpγHptqqq dt, (6.3)
where T is the period of γH . Therefore, the action AHpγHq is an integer number.
Consider a trivialization Ψ of γ˚ξ induced by a capping disk. The relation between the
trivializations Φ and Ψ are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. We have that
µpγ,Ψq “ µpγ,Φq ` qp2n` 2q.
Proof. Choose a simple orbit φptq of Rβ contained in W and let Q : r0, 1s ˆS1 ÑW be a ho-
motopy between γ and φq. We can extend the trivialization Ψ to Q˚ξ inducing a trivialization
of pφqq˚ξ. We have that
µpγ,Ψq ´ µpγ,Φq “ µpφq,Ψq ´ µpφq,Φq.
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But an easy computation shows that
µpφq,Ψq ´ µpφq,Φq “ qp2n` 2q.

From now on, if the trivialization is not explicitly stated we use a trivialization given by
a capping disk for γ and the trivialization D for closed orbits of Hamiltonians on U . Let
U0 “ tx P U ;´Gpxq ă r0u. Clearly, U0 is invariant under the Hamiltonian flow of H and if
the image of γH is not contained in U0 then µpγHq “ ´n which implies, by Lemma 6.1, that
µpγq ě n` 2.
Thus suppose that the image of γH lies in U0. If γHptq “ 0 for some t then γH “ pγ0Hqk for
some k P N, where γ0H : r0, 1s Ñ U0 is the constant solution γ0Hptq ” 0. A direct computation
shows that in this case, due to our choice of f , the linearized Hamiltonian flows of H and G
along γH coincide and therefore have the same index. But the Hamiltonian flow of G is given
by
ϕGt pz1, . . . , znq “ pe´2pi
?´1tz1, e´4F pz2qpi
?´1tz2, e´2pi
?´1tz3, . . . , e´2pi
?´1tznq, (6.4)
where we are identifying pqi, piq with zi “ qi ` ?´1pi. Thus, it is clear that if k “ 1 then,
choosing  ă 1, we have
µpγHq “ ´3´ 1´ pn´ 2q “ ´n´ 2.
This implies, by Lemma 6.1, that µpγq “ n. Moreover, if k ą 1 then
µpγHq “
#
´p2k ` 1q ´ 1´ pn´ 2qp2rks` 1q if k R Z
´p2k ` 1q ´ 1´ pn´ 2qp2rks´ 1q otherwise,
where rxs “ mintk P Z; k ě xu. Thus, since q “ k, using Lemma 6.1 and choosing  sufficiently
small we conclude that
µpγq ě n` 2.
Now, let us consider the remaining case, where γH lies inside U0 and γHptq ‰ 0 for every
t. Let γGptq “ γHpt{f 1pGpγHp0qqqq be the corresponding orbit of G.
Lemma 6.2. We have that |µpγHq ´ µpγGq| ď 1.
Proof. Firstly, notice that it is enough to find some symplectic trivialization Φt : TγGptqR2n Ñ
R2n such that
|µpγG,Φtq ´ µpγH ,Φf 1peqtq| ď 1,
where e “ GpγHp0qq and the indexes above are the indexes of the symplectic paths defined
using the corresponding trivializations. Let T and TG “ f 1pGpγHp0qqqT be the periods of
γH and γG respectively. We claim that there exists a symplectic plane P such that XGpxq P
P and dϕGTGpxqP “ P , where x “ γHp0q. Indeed, write x “ pz1, . . . , znq and let vi “
p0, . . . , 0, zi, 0, . . . , 0q, wi “ p0, . . . , 0,?´1zi, 0, . . . , 0q and Pi “ spantvi, XGpxqu. Note that
if zi ‰ 0 then Pi is a symplectic plane because XGpxq “ ´2pi
?´1pz1, 2F pz2qz2, z3, . . . , znq
and ωpvi, wiq ‰ 0. Moreover, by (6.4), dϕGTGpxqPi “ Pi for every i ‰ 2 and dϕGTGpxqP2 “ P2
if zi “ 0 for every i ‰ 2. Thus, if z2 ‰ 0 and zi “ 0 for every i ‰ 2 we take P “ P2; if zi ‰ 0
for some i ‰ 2 we take P “ Pi.
Now, let S “ G´1peq. Define
D1ptq “ dϕGt pxqP and D2ptq “ dϕGt pxqPω “ D1ptqω,
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where Pω is the symplectic orthogonal to P . Since XGpγGptqq P D1ptq we have that D2ptq Ă
TγGptqS for every t. By construction, D1 and D2 are both invariant under the linearized
Hamiltonian flow of G. But ϕHt |S “ ϕGf 1peqt|S which implies that D2 is also invariant under
the linearized Hamiltonian flow of H and therefore the same holds for D1 (since D1 “ Dω2 ).
Moreover, XHpγGptqq “ f 1peqXGpγGptqq P D1ptq for every t.
Take symplectic trivializations Φt1 : D1ptq Ñ R2 and Φt2 : D2ptq Ñ R2n´2. We can choose
Φ1 such that Φ
t
1pXGpγGptqqq “ v for every t, where v is a fixed vector in R2. Let ΓG1 ptq “
Φt1 ˝ dϕGt pxq ˝ pΦ01q´1, ΓG2 ptq “ Φt2 ˝ dϕGt pxq ˝ pΦ02q´1 and ΓGptq “ Φt ˝ dϕGt pxq ˝ pΦ0q´1
be the corresponding symplectic paths, where Φ “ Φ1 ‘ Φ2. Similarly, define ΓH1 ptq “
Φ
f 1peqt
1 ˝dϕHt pxq˝pΦ01q´1, ΓH2 ptq “ Φf
1peqt
2 ˝dϕHt pxq˝pΦ02q´1 and ΓHptq “ Φf 1peqt˝dϕHt pxq˝pΦ0q´1.
Since the Hamiltonian flows of G and H restricted to S differ by a constant reparametrization,
µpΓG2 q “ µpΓH2 q.
By our choice of Φ1, we have that the spectra of Γ
G
1 ptq and ΓH1 ptq are equal to t1u for every
t. This implies that
µpΓG1 q P t0,´1u and µpΓH1 q P t0,´1u
and consequently |µpΓG1 q ´ µpΓH1 q| ď 1. Thus,
|µpΓGq ´ µpΓHq| ď 1
as desired. 
Now, let k : R Ñ R be a smooth function such that k1prq ą 0 for every r ą 0. Define
δ : RÑ Z as
δpxq “
#
2x` 1 if x P Z,
2rxs´ 1 otherwise,
where, as before, rxs “ mintk P Z; k ě xu. In what follows, recall that F : R2 Ñ R is the
Hamiltonian given by F pq, pq “ pipq2 ` p2q.
Lemma 6.3. Let K “ ´k ˝ F with k as above. Given a periodic orbit γK of K with period
TK then
µpγKq ě ´δpk1pF pγKp0qqqTKq.
Proof. The flow of K is given by ϕKt pzq “ e´2pik1pF pzqq
?´1tz, where, as before, we are identify-
ing pq, pq with z “ q`?´1p. An easy computation shows that if γKptq ” 0 then the linearized
Hamiltonian flow on γK is given by e
´2pik1p0q?´1tz and consequently µpγKq “ ´δpk1p0qTKq.
If γK is away from the origin, we proceed similarly as in the proof of the previous lemma.
Let γ´F ptq “ γKpt{k1pF pγKp0qqqq be the corresponding periodic orbit of ´F with period
T´F “ k1pF pγKp0qqqTK . Take a symplectic trivialization Φt : Tγ´F ptqR2 Ñ R2 such that
ΦtpX´F pγ´F ptqqq “ v and Φtp´∇F pγ´F ptqq{}∇F pγ´F ptqq}q “ w (here the gradient and the
norm are taken with respect to the Euclidean metric) where tv, wu is a fixed symplectic basis
in R2. Then clearly the linearized Hamiltonian flow of ´F with respect to this trivialization
is constant equal to the identity and therefore
µpγ´F ,Φq “ ´1.
Since XKpγKptqq “ k1pF pγKp0qqqX´F pγKptqq is preserved under the linearized Hamiltonian
flow of K, we see that the spectrum of the symplectic path
ΓKptq “ Φk1pF pγKp0qqqt ˝ dϕKt pxq ˝ pΦ0q´1
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is constant and equal to t1u. Thus,
µpγK ,Φq “ µpΓKq P t´1, 0u.
In particular, we conclude that µpγK ,Φq ě µpγ´F ,Φq. But this implies that
µpγKq ě µpγ´F q,
where the indexes above are computed using the canonical trivialization of R2. Finally, an
easy computation shows that
µpγ´F q “ ´δpk1pF pγKp0qqqTKq.

Therefore, it follows from (6.4) and Lemma 6.3 that
µpγGq ě ´δpTGq ´ δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqTGq ´ pn´ 2qδpTGq,
where τ2 : R2n Ñ R2, given by τ2pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pq2, p2q, is the projection onto the
second factor. Let q be the integer number such that rγs “ qf given by (6.3). It is clear from
the previous inequality and Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 that
µpγq ě qp2n` 2q ´ δpTGq ´ δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqTGq ´ pn´ 2qδpTGq ´ 1. (6.5)
(Recall that µpγq is the index of γ with respect to a trivialization given by a capping disk.)
Thus, to prove that µpγq ě n` 2 it is enough to show that
q´1pn` 2` δpTGq ` δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqTGq ` pn´ 2qδpTGq ` 1q ď 2n` 2. (6.6)
In order to prove this inequality, note first that q ě 2. Indeed, this is a consequence of the
following result.
Lemma 6.4. If γH is a non-constant periodic orbit of H then AHpγHq ą 1.
Proof. Let T be the period of γH . We have that
AHpγHq “
ż T
0
fpGpγHptqqq ´ f 1pGpγHptqqqλpXGpγHptqqq dt
“ TfpGpγHp0qqq ´ f 1pGpγHp0qqq
ż T
0
λpXGpγHptqqq dt.
An easy computation shows that
λpXGpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnqq “ ´
`
F pq1, p1q ` 2F pq2, p2q2 ` 
nÿ
i“3
F pqi, piq
˘
.
But the Hamiltonian
Gpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq ´ F pq2, p2q2 “ ´
`
F pq1, p1q ` 2F pq2, p2q2 ` 
nÿ
i“3
F pqi, piq
˘
commutes with G and therefore λpXGpγHptqqq is independent of t. Thus,
AHpγHq “ T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqAq,
where A :“ λpXGpγHp0qqq “ GpγHp0qq ´ F pτ2pγHp0qqq2 and, to simplify the notation, we
have omitted the dependence of G on γHp0q.
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Let TG “ Tf 1pGq be the period of the corresponding orbit ofG. Since A ď G and f 1pGq ě 0,
we arrive at
AHpγHq “ T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqAq
ě T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqGq
“ TG fpGq ´ f
1pGqGq
f 1pGq
“ spGqTG, (6.7)
where s : p´r0, 0s Ñ R is given by
sprq “ fprq{f 1prq ´ r.
We claim that spGq ą 1. As a matter of fact, since γH is non-constant, GpγHp0qq P p´r0, 0q.
But, by our choice of f , sp0q “ 1 and
s1prq “ ´f
2prqfprq
f 1prq2 ă 0
for every r P p´r0, 0q. Consequently,
AHpγHq ą TG ě 1, (6.8)
where the last inequality follows from (6.4). 
Now notice that
δpcTGq ď 2crTGs` 1
for every positive real number c. Hence,
q´1pn` 2` δpTGq ` δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqTGq ` pn´ 2qδpTGq ` 1q
ď 2n` 3
q
` 2rTGs
q
p1` 2F pτ2pγGp0qqq ` pn´ 2qq.
In order to estimate the last expression, note that, by (6.8) and the fact that q “ AHpγHq
is an integer,
rTGs
q
ď 1.
Hence, since q ě 2,
2n` 3
q
` 2rTGs
q
p1` 2F pτ2pγGp0qqq ` pn´ 2qq ď n` 7
2
` 2p2F pτ2pγGp0qqq ` pn´ 2qq,
which is less than 2n` 2 for n ě 2, whenever r0 and  are such that 2p2r0 ` pn´ 2qq ă 1{2.
6.2. Proof of Lemma 5.3. First, we need the following result.
Lemma 6.5. If  is rational then the set of periodic orbits of α is dense in S2n`1.
Proof. Let, as in the previous section, U0 “ tx P U ;´Gpxq ă r0u. By the construction of α,
it is enough to show that the periodic orbits are dense in pi´1pU0q. Consider the subset
S “ tpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq P U0; F pq2, p2q P Qu.
This subset is dense U0 and it is clear from (6.4) that if  is rational then every orbit of G
with initial condition in S is closed and has rational period. Therefore, since the Hamiltonian
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flow of H is a reparametrization of the Hamiltonian flow of G, every orbit of H with initial
condition in S is closed.
Given x P S, let γH be a closed orbit of H such that γHp0q “ x. Let γ be an orbit of
α whose projection is γH . From (6.3) we conclude that γ is a segment of a closed orbit if
and only if AHpγHq is rational (here we are using the fact that the action is homogeneous by
iterations). Let T be the period of γH and TG the period of the corresponding orbit of G. By
(6.7),
AHpγHq “ T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqpG´ F 2qq
“ TG fpGq ´ f
1pGqpG´ F 2q
f 1pGq
“ TGpspGq ` F 2q,
where, to simplify the notation, we are omitting the dependence of G on γHp0q and of F on
τ2pγHp0qq and, as in the previous section,
sprq “ fprq{f 1prq ´ r.
Since x P S, TG and F 2 are rational. Consequently, it is enough to show that the set
C :“ tr P p´r0, 0q; sprq P Qu
is dense in p0, r0q. As a matter of fact, if C is dense we can fix the second coordinate of x
(therefore remaining in S) and vary a little bit one of the other coordinates in order that r
belongs to C and therefore the corresponding orbit has rational action.
But the density of C follows from the fact that s is smooth and s1prq ă 0 for every
r P p´r0, 0q. 
Thus, choosing  rational we have that the set of periodic orbits of α is dense in S2n`1.
Consequently, by the continuity of the mean index with respect to the initial condition, it is
enough to show that there exists a positive constant b such thatpµpγq ą bT (6.9)
for every periodic orbit γ with period T . It is clearly true if γ lies outside pi´1pU0q. So
suppose that γ lies in pi´1pU0q and let γH “ pi ˝ γ be the corresponding orbit of H. Clearly,
the inequality (6.9) holds if γHptq ” 0 so we can suppose that γH is non-constant. We have
from (6.5) that
µpγq ě qp2n` 2q ´ δpTGq ´ δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqTGq ´ pn´ 2qδpTGq ´ 1,
where TG is the period of the corresponding orbit of G and q is such that rγs “ qf. Conse-
quently,pµpγq “ lim
kÑ8µpγ
kq{k
ě lim
kÑ8 k
´1pkqp2n` 2q ´ δpkTGq ´ δp2F pτ2pγGp0qqqkTGq ´ pn´ 2qδpkTGqq.
But it is easy to see that
lim
kÑ8 δpkxq{k “ 2x
for every x P R. Therefore,pµpγq ě qp2n` 2q ´ 2TGp1` 2F pτ2pγGp0qqq ` pn´ 2qq.
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We claim that q ą T {2. In fact, by (6.7),
q ě T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqGq.
However, the function gprq :“ fprq ´ f 1prqr satisfies, by our choice of f , gp´r0q “ C ą 1{2
and
g1prq “ ´f2prqr ą 0
for every r P p´r0, 0q. Hence, fpGq ´ f 1pGqG ą 1{2 which implies that q ą T {2.
Thus, since TG “ f 1pGpγHp0qqqT ă T ,pµpγq ě T pn` 1´ 2p1` 2F pτ2pγGp0qqq ` pn´ 2qqq.
Take r0 and  sufficiently small such that 2p1` 2r0 ` pn´ 2qq ă n` 1. Then,pµpγq ą bT
with b “ n` 1´ 2p1` 2r0 ` pn´ 2qq ą 0.
6.3. Proof of Lemma 5.6. Firstly, we need the following result on the Poincare´ map P :
S Ñ P pSq. Recall that S “Wˆt0u with the coordinates pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pn, θq discussed before
Lemma 5.4. Consider a small disk D Ă R2 centered at the origin such that Dn ˆ t0u Ă S
and let V “ Dn ˆ S1. In what follows, we will identity S with an open neighborhood of the
origin in R2n.
Lemma 6.6. There exist maps Qi : D
n Ñ D such that
P pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pQ1pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq, . . . , Qnpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnqq
for every pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq P Dn, where each Qi satisfies the following conditions:
i) There are maps ρi : D
n Ñ r0, 2piq such that Qipz1, . . . , znq “ e´
?´1ρipz1,...,znqzi, where
we are identifying pqj , pjq with zj “ qj `?´1pj for every j.
ii) Taking r0 ă 1{2,  ă 1 and D sufficiently small we have that ρipz1, . . . , znq ‰ 0
whenever zi ‰ 0.
iii) Given φ ą 0 we can choose r0 and  sufficiently small such that ρipz1, . . . , znq P r0, φq
for every 2 ď i ď n. Moreover, we can choose D sufficiently small such that if z2 “ 0
and z1 ‰ 0 then ρ1pz1, . . . , znq P ppi ´ φ, piq.
In particular, choosing r0,  and D properly, we have that every periodic orbit of P |ΣXV
different from the origin has period bigger than two.
Remark 6.7. The last assertion of the lemma also follows from Lemma 6.4. In fact, suppose
that P has a periodic orbit x different from the origin with period two and let γ¯ be the
corresponding orbit of α¯. Let γ be the lift of γ¯ to S2n`1 (which is a closed orbit of α). Since x
has period two, we conclude by (6.3) that γ has action equal to one, contradicting Lemma 6.4.
Proof. We have that
P pxq “ p¯i ˝ ϕα¯T pxqpx, 0q “ ϕT pxqH pxq,
where ϕα¯t is the Reeb flow of α¯, p¯i : V “ Dn ˆ S1 Ñ Dn is the projection and T pxq is the
return time to Σ. The existence of the maps Qi and item (i) are clear from the construction
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of α¯ and (6.4). In order to prove itens (ii) and (iii), note that, by (6.3), T pxq is uniquely
characterized by the equation
1{2 “
ż T pxq
0
dθpη¯ptqq dt
“
ż T pxq
0
βpRα¯pη¯ptqqq ´ λpXHpηHptqqq dt
“
ż T pxq
0
HpηHptqq ´ λpXHpηHptqqq dt
“
ż T pxq
0
fpGpxqq ´ f 1pGpxqqλpXGpηHptqqq dt
“ T pxqfpGpxqq ´ f 1pGpxqq
ż T pxq
0
λpXGpηHptqqq dt,
where ηH is the orbit of H given by the projection of the Reeb orbit η¯ of α¯ satisfying
η¯p0q “ px, 0q. As explained in the proof of Lemma 6.4, λpXGpηHptqqq does not depend
on t and therefore
T pxqpfpGpxqq ´ f 1pGpxqqAq “ 1{2,
where A “ λpXGpηHp0qqq. But, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we conclude that
1{2 “ T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqAq ě T pfpGq ´ f 1pGqGq ě T {2.
Therefore, T ď 1, where, for short, we are omitting the dependence of G and T on x.
Assume that r0 ă 1{2 and  ă 1. Then it follows from (6.4) and the properties of f that
every non-constant periodic orbit of H has period bigger than one. Consequently, taking D
sufficiently small, we have that ρipz1, . . . , znq ‰ 0 whenever zi ‰ 0. Moreover, the fact that
T ď 1 and (6.4) show that given φ ą 0 one can choose r0 and  sufficiently small such that
ρipz1, . . . , znq P r0, φq for every 2 ď i ď n.
Now, suppose that z2 “ 0 and z1 ‰ 0. Let TG “ f 1pGqT be the period of the corresponding
orbit ηG of G. By (6.7),
1{2 “ spGqTG,
where sprq “ fprq{f 1prq ´ r satisfies sprq ą 1 for every r P p´r0, 0q (note that A “ G because
z2 “ 0). Thus, given δ ą 0 one can choose D sufficiently small such that spGq is close enough
to one so that TG P p1{2´ δ, 1{2q. By (6.4), this implies, choosing D and δ sufficiently small,
that ρ1pz1, . . . , znq P ppi ´ φ, piq. 
Let P1 : S
2 Ñ S1 be the first return map of α¯1 , where S2 Ă S1 is chosen sufficiently small
such that P1 is a well defined symplectic embedding. Lemma 5.6 is an immediate consequence
of the following result.
Lemma 6.8. There exist 10 ą 0 and a neighborhood of the origin such that, for all 1 ă 10,
the only 2-periodic orbit of P1 entirely contained in this neighborhood is the origin.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we will use the coordinates established in Lemma 5.4. For
short, we will omit the superscript in pq11, p11, . . . , q1n, p1nq. First of all, note that P 1 and P1 are
given by the time 1{2 maps of the Hamiltonian flows of Ht and H1t respectively. Moreover,
as explained in Section 5, by Lemma 5.5 we can assume that P 1 “ P .
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Arguing by contradiction, suppose that the lemma is not true. Then there exists a sequence
of 2-periodic orbits txj “ P 21pxjq, P1pxjqu converging to the origin such that xj ‰ 0. Take
U Ă B1 sufficiently small such that
P 21pxq “ dP 21p0qx`R1pxq,
for every x P U , where R1 satisfies
lim
xÑ0
R1pxq
}x} “ 0.
Extracting a subsequence if necessary, suppose that xj{}xj} Ñ v. Then
v “ lim
jÑ8
xj
}xj} “ limjÑ8
P 21pxjq
}xj} “ dP
2
1p0qv,
which implies that v P kerpdP 21p0q ´ Idq “ spantBq1, Bq2u. Thus, given θ ą 0 there exists j0
such that xj lies in the subset
Cθ “ tpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq; xpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq, vy}pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq}}v} P p1´ θ, 1` θq for some v P spantBq1, Bq2uu
for every j ą j0. From now on, to simplify the notation, we will omit the subscript j.
Define the Hamiltonian
Σtpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ 1χ1ptqSpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq
so that
H
1
t |B1 “ pHt#Σtq|B1 .
Let W be a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin such that W Ă B1, W Ă Dn (where
D is given by the previous lemma) and every periodic orbit of H
1
t with period two and initial
condition in W is contained in B1. Therefore,
P 21pxq “ pP ˝ ϕΣt1{2q2pxq.
Write
x “ pq01, p01, . . . , q0n, p0nq, P1pxq “ pq1{21 , p1{21 , . . . , q1{2n , p1{2n q and P 21pxq “ pq11, p11, . . . , q1n, p1nq.
It follows from Lemma 6.6 and the identity
ϕΣt1{2pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pq1 ` 1p1{2, p1, q2 ` 1p2{2, p2, q3, p3, . . . , qn, pnq
that pq0i , p0i q “ p0, 0q for every i P t3, . . . , nu (because, for all i P t3, . . . , nu, Qi is a small
rotation and τi ˝ϕΣ1{2pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pqi, piq, where τipq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pqi, piq denotes
the projection onto the i-th factor). Hence, pq0i , p0i q ‰ p0, 0q for some i P t1, 2u.
We claim that pq02, p02q “ p0, 0q. As a matter of fact, if pq02, p02q ‰ p0, 0q then, by Lemma 6.6,
choosing r0 sufficiently small we have that τ2 ˝P pxq is a small rotation of pq02, p02q. Since x lies
in Cθ, one can check that, choosing θ sufficiently small, pP ˝ ϕΣt1{2q2pxq ‰ x, a contradiction.
Thus, x lies in the plane q2 “ p2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ qn “ pn “ 0. Choose θ, 10, r0 and W sufficiently
small such that
P pCθ XW q Ă C2θ and ϕΣt1{2pCθ XW q Ă C2θ
for every 1 ă 10. The existence of θ, 10, r0 and W readily follows from Lemma 6.6 and the
explicit description of ϕΣt1{2.
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We shall show that pq01, p01q “ p0, 0q, contradicting our assumption on x. In order to prove
this, define
C`θ “ tpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq P Cθ; q1p1 ą 0u and C´θ “ tpq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq P Cθ; q1p1 ă 0u.
Since
τ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pq1, p1, . . . , qn, pnq “ pq1 ` 1p1{2, p1q,
we have that, choosing θ sufficiently small,
F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pyqq ă F pyq (6.10)
for every y P C´2θ XW X tq2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pn “ 0u and
F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pyqq ą F pyq (6.11)
for every y P C`2θ XW X tq2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pn “ 0u.
We claim that if pq01, p01q ‰ p0, 0q then P 21pxq ‰ x. Indeed, notice that
F pτ1 ˝ P pyqq “ F pτ1pyqq (6.12)
for every y liying in the plane q2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pn “ 0. Let us consider the following three possible
cases:
(I) pq01, p01, 0, . . . , 0q P C´θ .
In this case, by (6.10) and (6.12),
F pτ1pP1pxqq ă F pτ1pxqq.
If p
1{2
1 “ 0 then
F pτ1pP 21pxqqq “ F pτ1pP1pxqqq ă F pτ1pxqq
implying that P 21pxq ‰ x. If sign p1{21 “ sign p01 then P 21pxq ‰ x because
P 21pxq “ P ˝ ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqq
and P rotates ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqq clockwise with an angle less than pi (in the plane q2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pn “ 0).
If sign p
1{2
1 “ ´ sign p01 then, by (6.10) and (6.12),
F pτ1pP 21pxqqq “ F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqqqq ă F pτ1pP1pxqqq ă F pτ1pxqq,
and consequently P 21pxq ‰ x. (Note that, since P rotates x with an angle less than and close
to pi and x lies in Cθ, sign q
1{2
1 “ ´ sign q01.)
(II) pq01, p01, 0, . . . , 0q P C`θ .
By (6.11) and (6.12),
F pτ1pP1pxqqq ą F pτ1pxqq.
Since P rotates ϕΣt1{2pxq clockwise with an angle less than and close to pi, sign p1{21 “ ´ sign p01.
Hence, by (6.10) and (6.12),
F pτ1pP 21pxqqq “ F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqqq ą F pτ1pP1pxqqq ą F pτ1pxqq
and, again, P 21pxq ‰ x. (Once more, we are using that sign q1{21 “ ´ sign q01.)
(III) p01 “ 0.
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In this last case, we have that
pq1{21 , p1{21 q “ τ1pP pxqq “ τ1pP1pxqq
satisfies p
1{2
1 ‰ 0 (since P rotates x with an angle less than and close to pi) and therefore
F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqqq ‰ F pτ1 ˝ P1pxqq. But, by (6.12),
F pτ1pP 21pxqqq “ F pτ1 ˝ ϕΣt1{2pP1pxqqq ‰ F pτ1pP1pxqqq “ F pτ1pP pxqqq “ F pτ1pxqq
implying that P 21pxq ‰ x and finishing the proof of the lemma.

6.4. Proof of Lemma 5.7. Let R : r0, 1{2s Ñ Spp2q, R : r0, 1{2s Ñ Spp2q and S1 :
r0, 1{2s Ñ Spp2q be the paths given by Rptq “ e2pi?´1t, Rptq “ e2pi
?´1t and
Sptq “
ˆ
1 1t
0 1
˙
,
where  is given by the construction of α. Let Γ be the linearized Reeb flow of α1 along γ
1
0
with respect to the trivialization Φ defined in Section 6.1. It is clear from the construction
of H
1
t and the fact that it is 1{2-periodic that, with P ptq :“ Rptq ˝ S1ptq, the linearized
Hamiltonian flow of H
1
t over the constant solution γ0ptq ” 0 is given by
Γptq “ P ptq ‘ S1ptq ‘Rptq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Rptqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
n´2 times
for t P r0, 1{2s and Γpt` 1{2q “ Γptq ˝ Γp1{2q for all t. We claim that
µpP q “ ´1, µpP 2q “ ´2, b´pP 2p1qq “ 0 and b`pP 2p1qq “ 1.
Indeed, the first equality follows from the fact that P is a small perturbation of R, µpRq “ ´1
and R is non-degenerate. To compute µpP 2q, let BP : S1 Ñ Z be Bott’s function associated
to P . We have that BP pzq “ ´1 for every z ‰ ´1 because BP p1q “ µpP q “ ´1 and BP is
constant on S1zt´1u. A computation shows that the splitting numbers at ´1 are given by
S˘´1pP p1{2qq “ S˘1 pP 2p1qq “ 0.
Therefore, Bp´1q “ ´1 which implies that µpP 2q “ ´2. Finally, by the definition of b˘, it is
clear that b´pP 2p1qq “ 0 and b`pP 2p1qq “ 1.
Now, we claim that µpS1q “ µpS21q “ 0 and b´pS21p1qq “ 0 and b`pS21p1qq “ 1. In fact, let
BS : S1 Ñ Z be Bott’s function associated to S1 . The spectrum of S1ptq is constant equal to
one for every t, implying that BS is constant on S1zt1u and that the mean index of S1 given
by ż
S1
BSpzq dz
vanishes. As before, a computation shows that
S˘1 pS1p1{2qq “ 0.
Hence, BSpzq “ 0 for every z and consequently µpS1q “ µpS21q “ 0 (actually, µpSk1q “ 0 for
every k). Finally, by the definition of b˘, it is clear that b´pS21p1qq “ 0 and b`pS21p1qq “ 1.
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Thus, since  is very small (in particular, less than one),
µpΓ2q “ µpP 2q ` µpS21q ` pn´ 2qµpR2 q
“ ´2´ n` 2
“ ´n
implying, by Lemma 6.1, that
µpγ10 q “ ´n` 2n` 2 “ n` 2.
Finally, by the discussion above,
µpγ10 p1qq ` b´pγ10 q ´ b`pγ10 p1qq “ n` 2´ 2 “ n.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.10
7.1. Generalization of the theorem. For n ě 2, the proof of Theorem 1.8 gives us a
dynamically convex and antipodally symmetric contact form α on S2n`1 with a symmetric
periodic orbit γ of period one which is not strongly dynamically convex, i.e.,
µpγq ` b´pγp1qq ´ b`pγp1qq ă n` 2.
Consequently, by Theorem 1.6, ψ˚α cannot be convex for any contactomorphism ψ : S2n`1 Ñ
S2n`1 that commutes with the antipodal map.
When n is odd, we have the following, somewhat technical, generalization of Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 7.1. Let φt : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R2n`2zt0u, with t P R{Z, be a Hamiltonian circle
action whose orbits have zero Maslov index. Denote by φ “ φ1{2 the generator of the induced
Z2-action. Let H : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R be a convex homogeneous of degree two Hamiltonian
φ-invariant and assume that Σ :“ H´1p1q is a regular energy level. Let γ be a symmetric
closed orbit of H on Σ of period T . Suppose that there exists x P γpRq such that the linearized
Hamiltonian circle action t ÞÑ Φptq :“ dφtpxq along the half orbit φ|r0,1{2spxq satisfies
BΦp´1q ď ´pn` 1q,
where BΦ is the Bott’s function associated to Φ. Then µpγq ` b´pγpT qq ´ b`pγpT qq ě n` 1.
Here, µpγq denotes the index of γ viewed as a Hamiltonian closed orbit and we are using the
usual (constant) symplectic trivialization of TR2n`2.
Postponing its proof to Section 7.2, let us explain why the previous theorem generalizes
Theorem 1.6 when n is odd. Under this assumption, it turns out that the Z2-action on R2n`2
generated by the antipodal map can be induced by a Hamiltonian S1-action φt : R2n`2 Ñ
R2n`2 with zero Maslov index. (This is related to the fact that the induced contact structure
on RP 2n`1 has vanishing first Chern class if and only if n is odd.) As a matter of fact, let
θi “ 1 for every i P t1, . . . , pn ` 1q{2u and θi “ ´1 for every i P tpn ` 1q{2 ` 1, . . . , pn ` 1qu
(note that, by our assumptions, pn ` 1q{2 is a positive integer). Consider the Hamiltonian
S1-action on R2n`2 – Cn`1 given by
φtpz1, . . . , zn`1q “ pe2pi
?´1θ1tz1, . . . , e2pi
?´1θn`1tzn`1q, (7.1)
where t P S1 “ R{Z. Clearly, φ1{2 is the antipodal map. Moreover, since
ř
i θi “ 0, the
Maslov index of every orbit of φt vanishes.
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This circle action has the following property: given any x P R2n`2 the linearized Hamil-
tonian flow t ÞÑ Φptq :“ dφtpxq “ φt along the half orbit φ|r0,1{2spxq satisfies
BΦp´1q “ ´pn` 1q. (7.2)
Indeed, a straightforward computation shows that µpΦq “ 0 and µpΦ2q “ ´pn ` 1q. Hence,
we conclude Theorem 1.6 from Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 4.1 when n is odd.
In order to show that, when n is odd, the example furnished by Theorem 1.8 has the prop-
erties stated in Theorem 1.10 we proceed as follows. Let γ be the aforementioned symmetric
orbit of α such that µpγq ` b´pγp1qq ´ b`pγp1qq ă n ` 2 and fix x “ γp0q. We need the
following lemma whose proof is given in Section 7.3. Note that every contactomorphism of
S2n`1 lifts to a symplectomorphism of its symplectization SS2n`1 » R2n`2zt0u.
Lemma 7.2. There exists a contactomorphism ϕ : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1 arbitrarily C1-close to the
identity such that the corresponding lifted symplectomorphism ψ : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R2n`2zt0u
has the following property. The conjugated action φ1t :“ ψ´1φtψ satisfies
B`Φ1p´1q ď ´pn` 1q,
where Φ1ptq :“ dφ1tpψ´1pxqq is the linearized circle action along the half orbit φ1|r0,1{2spψ´1pxqq
and B` is the upper semicontinuous Bott’s function defined in (2.8).
It follows from the upper semicontinuity of the map Γ ÞÑ B`Γ p´1q in the C0-topology
(see Section 2.2) that the properties of the previous lemma hold for every contactomorphism
ϕ1 : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1 C1-close to ϕ. Therefore, we get a C1-open subset V Ă ContpS2n`1q
such that every ϕ1 P V satisfies the properties of the lemma. Moreover, the closure of V in
the C1-topology contains the identity.
By the lower semicontinuity of BΓp´1q with respect to Γ in the C0-topology, we conclude
that
BΦ1p´1q ď ´pn` 1q
for any ϕ1 P sV . Thus, by Theorem 7.1, pϕ1q˚α cannot be convex for any ϕ1 P sV .
Now, let ϕ¯ P S and α¯ “ ϕ¯˚α. The form α¯ is antipodally symmetric and has a symmetric
closed orbit γ¯ “ ϕ¯´1γ such that
µpγ¯q ` b´pγ¯p1qq ´ b`pγ¯p1qq ă n` 2.
Arguing as above, we get a C1-open subset Vϕ¯ Ă ContpS2n`1q such that the closure of Vϕ¯ (in
the C1-topology) contains the identity and pϕ1q˚α¯ cannot be convex for any ϕ1 in Vϕ¯. Note
that Vid “ V .
In this way, we obtain a C1-open subset U Ă ContpS2n`1q given by
U “
ď
ϕ¯PS
ď
ϕ1PVϕ¯
tϕ¯ϕ1u
such that pϕ¯1q˚α cannot be convex for any ϕ¯1 P U . Clearly, S belongs to the C1-closure of V .
Moreover, again by the lower semicontinuity of BΓp´1q with respect to Γ in the C0-topology,
we conclude that pϕ¯1q˚α cannot be convex for any ϕ¯1 P sU .
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.1.
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7.2.1. Idea of the proof. Let Γ be the linearized Hamiltonian flow of H along γ. In the proof
of Theorem 1.6, we used in a crucial way the fact that if H is invariant under the antipodal
map then Γ is the second iterate of Γ|r0,T {2s. Unfortunately, it is not true in general when φ
is not the antipodal map. However, under our hypotheses, we can show that Γ is homotopic
to a path Ψ such that Ψ is the second iterate of Ψ|r0,T {2s (see Proposition 7.3). The path
Ψ¯ :“ Ψ|r0,T {2s is no longer positive in general, but our assumption that BΦp´1q ď ´pn ` 1q
and the convexity of H imply that its index has the following crucial jump:
µpΨ¯2q ´ µpΨ¯q ě n` 1,
see Proposition 7.4. This condition allows us to show that µpΨ¯2q` b´pΨ¯2pT qq´ b`pΨ¯2pT qq ě
n ` 1 (see Proposition 7.6). Since Ψ “ Ψ¯2 is homotopic (with fixed endpoints) to Γ, we
conclude Theorem 7.1.
7.2.2. Proof of the theorem. As discussed above, let Γ be the linearized Hamiltonian flow of
H along γ. Assume, without loss of generality, that T “ 1 and x “ γp0q. Firstly, we need the
following proposition. It uses only the fact that the orbits of φ have zero Maslov index.
Proposition 7.3. We have that Γ is homotopic with fixed endpoints to a path Ψ : r0, 1s Ñ
Spp2n` 2q such that Ψ “ Ψ¯2, where Ψ¯ :“ Ψ|r0,1{2s.
Proof. Let ϕHt be the Hamiltonian flow of H. Define
rΓ : R2 Ñ Spp2n`2q, rΦ : R2 Ñ Spp2n`2q
and Ψ : RÑ Spp2n` 2q as rΓpt, sq “ dϕHt pγpsqq, (7.3)rΦpt, sq “ dφtpγpsqq (7.4)
and
Ψptq “ rΦpt, 0q´1 ˝ rΓpt, 0q. (7.5)
We have that Γptq “ rΓpt, 0q and the symplectic loop t ÞÑ rΦpt, 0q´1 has zero Maslov index.
Therefore, Ψ is homotopic to Γ.
Using the relations ϕHt`t1 “ ϕHt ˝ ϕHt1 and ρt`t1 “ ρt ˝ ρt1 we arrive atrΓpt` t1, sq “ rΓpt, s` t1qrΓpt1, sq and rΦpt` t1, sq “ rΦpt, s` t1qrΦpt1, sq (7.6)
for every t and t1. Differentiating the relation ϕHt ˝ φ1{2pγp0qq “ φ1{2 ˝ ϕHt pγp0qq and using
the fact that φ1{2pγp0qq “ γp1{2q we conclude that rΓpt, 1{2qrΦp1{2, 0q “ rΦp1{2, tqrΓpt, 0q and
consequently rΓpt, 0qrΦp1{2, 0q´1 “ rΦp1{2, tq´1rΓpt, 1{2q (7.7)
for every t P R. Thus, we have that
ΨptqΨp1{2q “ rΦpt, 0q´1rΓpt, 0qrΦp1{2, 0q´1rΓp1{2, 0q
“ rΦpt, 0q´1rΦp1{2, tq´1rΓpt, 1{2qrΓp1{2, 0q
“ prΦp1{2, tqrΦpt, 0qq´1rΓpt, 1{2qrΓp1{2, 0q
“ rΦpt` 1{2, 0q´1rΓpt` 1{2, 0q
“ Ψpt` 1{2q
for every t, where the second and fourth equalities follow from (7.7) and (7.6) respectively.
Hence, Ψ is our desired path and we conclude the result. 
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The path Ψ is not positive in general. However, its index satisfies the following crucial
jump condition.
Proposition 7.4. The path Ψ established in Proposition 7.3 can be chosen such that
µpΨ¯2q ´ µpΨ¯q ě n` 1,
where Ψ¯ :“ Ψ|r0,1{2s.
Proof. As explained in the proof of Proposition 7.3,
Ψptq “ Φptq´1 ˝ Γptq
with Φptq :“ rΦpt, 0q given by (7.4). Let A, B and C be the path of symmetric matrices
uniquely defined by the equations
d
dt
Γptq “ JAptqΓptq, (7.8)
d
dt
pΦptq´1q “ JBptqΦptq´1 (7.9)
and
d
dt
Ψptq “ JCptqΨptq, (7.10)
respectively.
Lemma 7.5. Let Γ and Φ be symplectic paths starting at the identity and satisfying equations
(7.8) and (7.9) respectively. Let Ψ be the symplectic path given by Ψptq “ Φptq´1 ˝ Γptq and
satisfying (7.10). We have that Cptq “ Bptq ` Φptq˚AptqΦptq for all t, where Φptq˚ denotes
the transpose of Φptq.
Proof. It follows from the equation
d
dt
Ψptq “ d
dt
pΦptq´1qΓptq ` Φptq´1 d
dt
Γptq
“ JBptqΦptq´1Γptq ` Φptq´1JAptqΓptq
“ JpBptq ` Φptq˚AptqΦptqqΨptq,
where the last equality follows from the definition of Ψ and the fact that
Φptq´1JAptqΓptq “ Jp´JΦptq´1JAptqΦptqqΨptq
“ JpΦptq˚AptqΦptqqΨptq,
where we used that Φptq is symplectic and therefore Φptq˚ “ ´JΦptq´1J . 
By our assumptions, BΦ¯p´1q ď ´pn ` 1q, where Φ¯ :“ Φ|r0,1{2s. We have, from (2.9), that
BΦ¯p´1q “ ´B`¯Φ´1p´1q. Therefore,
B`¯
Φ´1p´1q ě n` 1. (7.11)
This implies that, given  ą 0, there exists a symplectic path Ψ¯ starting at the identity C1
-close to Φ¯´1 such that
BΨ¯p´1q ě n` 1. (7.12)
Let Ψ “ Ψ¯2 and C be the path of symmetric matrices such that
d
dt
Ψptq “ JCptqΨptq.
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Define Θptq “ Φptq ˝Ψptq and let D be the path of symmetric matrices such that
d
dt
Θptq “ JDptqΘptq.
Since Ψptq “ Φptq´1 ˝Θptq, we see from the previous lemma that
Cptq “ Bptq ` Φptq˚DptqΦptq.
The fact that Aptq “ d2Hpγptqq and H is convex on γ, allows us to choose  such that
Cptq ´Cptq ą 0 for every t. Indeed, take  small enough such that Aptq ´Dptq ą 0 for all t
(Dptq is arbitrarily small as Ñ 0 because Ψ is C1 -close to Φ´1) and note that
xpCptq ´ Cptqqv, vy “ xΦptq˚pAptq ´DptqqΦptqv, vy
“ xpAptq ´DptqqΦptqv,Φptqvy ą 0
for every t and v ‰ 0.
Then, it follows from the previous discussion, (7.12) and Theorem 2.2 that
µpΨ¯2q ´ µpΨ¯q ě µpΨ¯2 q ´ µpΨ¯q “ BΨ¯p´1q ě n` 1.

Hence, Theorem 7.1 follows from Lemma 4.2, Propositions 4.1, 7.3, 7.4 and the following
result.
Proposition 7.6. Let Ψ¯ : r0, 1{2s Ñ Spp2n` 2q be a symplectic path starting at the identity.
Suppose that
µpΨ¯2q ´ µpΨ¯q ě n` 1.
Then
µpΨ¯2q ` 2S`1 pΨ¯2p1qq ´ νpΨ¯2p1qq ě n` 1.
Proof. Let B be the Bott’s function associated to Ψ¯ and P “ Ψ¯p1{2q. We have from Bott’s
formula, (2.2), (2.6) and our assumptions that
µpΨ¯2q ` 2S`1 pP 2q ´ νpP 2q “ Bp1q ` Bp´1q ` 2
ÿ
z2“1
Sz` pP q ´
ÿ
z2“1
νzpP q
ě Bp1q ` n` 1` 2
ÿ
z2“1
Sz` pP q ´
ÿ
z2“1
νzpP q.
(7.13)
In what follows, for the sake of simplicity, we will omit the dependence of Sz˘ and νz on P .
From (2.5), we get
Bp´1q “ Bp1q ` S`1 `
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ´ S´´1,
which implies that
Bp1q “ Bp´1q ´ S`1 ´
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ` S´´1
ě n` 1´ S`1 ´
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ` S´´1.
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Plugging this inequality in (7.13) we arrive at
µpΨ¯2q ` 2S`1 pP 2q ´ νpP 2q ě 2n` 2´ S`1 ` 2
ÿ
z2“1
Sz` ´
ÿ
z2“1
νz ´
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ` S´´1
ě 2n` 2´
ÿ
z2“1
pνz ´ Sz` q ´
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq,
where the last inequality uses the fact that the splitting numbers are non-negative. Thus, it
is enough to show thatÿ
z2“1
pνz ´ Sz` q `
ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ď n` 1. (7.14)
In order to prove this inequality, define
V “ à
zPσpP qXS1; z2“1
Ez and W “
à
zPσpP qXS1; z2‰1
Ez,
where σpP q denotes the spectrum of P and Ez is the subspace whose complexification is the
generalized eigenspace of P associate to z. Clearly,
dimV ` dimW ď 2n` 2. (7.15)
Note that, by (2.4), ÿ
z2“1
νz ´ Sz` ď dimV2 . (7.16)
On the other hand, by (2.3), ÿ
φPp0,piq
pS`
e
?´1φ ´ S´e?´1φq ď
dimW
2
. (7.17)
Therefore, inequality (7.14) follows from (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17). 
7.3. Proof of Lemma 7.2. Given  ą 0, let Ψ¯ : r0, 1{2s Ñ Spp2n` 2q be the map given by
Ψ¯ptqpz1, . . . , zn`1q “ pe2pi
?´1pθ1´qtz1, . . . , e2pi
?´1pθn`1´qtzn`1q.
Then a straightforward computation shows that
µpΨ¯q “ 0
and
µpΨ¯2 q “ ´pn` 1q,
whenever  is sufficiently small. Thus, since for  ą 0 sufficiently small Ψ¯p1{2q does not have
eigenvalue ´1,
B`¯
Ψ
p´1q “ BΨ¯p´1q “ ´pn` 1q.
Let ϕ : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1 be a contactomorphism. As in the statement of the lemma, consider
the corresponding lifted symplectomorphism ψ : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R2n`2zt0u, the conjugated
action φ1t :“ ψ´1φtψ and the symplectic path Φ1ptq :“ dφ1tpψ´1pxqq given by the linearized
circle action along the half orbit φ1|r0,1{2spψ´1pxqq (recall that x “ γp0q). We will show that
for every  ą 0 sufficiently small there exists ϕ such that Φ1 is homotopic with fixed endpoints
to Ψ¯ so that
B`Φ1p´1q “ ´pn` 1q.
Moreover, ϕ is C1-arbitrarily close to the identity as Ñ 0.
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In order to construct ϕ, consider the Hamiltonian F : R2n`2 Ñ R given by
F pz1, . . . , zn`1q “ pi
n`1ÿ
i“1
}zi}2.
Let β : S2n`1 Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth bump function such that βpyq “ 1 for every y in a
neighborhood U of ´x{}x} and βpyq “ 0 for all y R V , where V is a neighborhood of ´x{}x}
such that U Ă V and x{}x} R V . Let λ : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R be the smooth function given by
λpcyq “ c2βpyq for every y P S2n`1 and c P p0,8q.
Let G : R2n`2zt0u Ñ R be the Hamiltonian given by λF . Let  ą 0 and set ψ “ ϕG , where
ϕGt denotes the Hamiltonian flow of G. By construction, G equals F on a neighborhood of
´x and vanishes on x. Therefore, taking  sufficiently small, we have that ψ :“ ϕF satisfies
ψpz1, . . . , zn`1q “ pe2pi
?´1z1, . . . , e2pi
?´1zn`1q
for every pz1, . . . , zn`1q close to ´x and ψ is identity on a neighborhood of x. In particular,
dpψ´1qp´xq “ R, where
Rpz1, . . . , zn`1q “ pe´2pi
?´1z1, . . . , e´2pi
?´1zn`1q
and dψpxq “ Id . Since G is homogeneous of degree two, ψ is the lift of a contactomorphism
ϕ : S2n`1 Ñ S2n`1. Moreover, we can make ϕ arbitrarily C1-close to identity taking  Ñ 0.
(Actually, we can take ϕ arbitrarily C8-close to identity.)
Now, consider the conjugated action φ1t :“ ψ´1φtψ. The symplectic path Φ1ptq “ dφ1tpψ´1pxqq
starts at the identity and is C0-close to the path Φptq “ dφtpψ´1pxqq. Since Ψ¯ also starts at
the identity and is C0-close to Φ, in order to show that Φ1 is homotopic with fixed endpoints
to Ψ¯ it is enough to show that Φ
1p1{2q “ Ψ¯p1{2q. But
Φ1p1{2q “ dpψ´1qpφ1{2pxqq ˝ dφ1{2pψ´1pxqq ˝ dψpψ´1pxqq
“ dpψ´1qp´xq ˝ p´Idq ˝ dψpxq
“ ´R
“ Ψ¯p1{2q,
where the second and third equality follow from the construction of ψ and the fact that
φ1{2 “ ´Id .
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